BLENDING THE SECULAR AND SACRED: INSTRUMENTAL TEXTURES IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY WORSHIP
In the seventeenth century composers orchestrated liturgical settings with ensembles of string and brass instruments integrating elements of the Latin sacred concerto and the oratorio into music for the Mass and daily Offices. Furthermore, the incorporation of the traditionally secular genre of the sonata into these liturgical genres demonstrates the permeable boundary between the sacred and secular realms of the period. In this paper, I will examine how Salzburg composer Andreas Hofer uses instrumental textures to enhance expressive meaning and foster drama in the inherently un-dramatic genre of Offertory in his printed collection, Ver Sacrum seu Flores, published in 1677.
The use of instruments in sacred contexts hearkens back to Venice in the late sixteenth century and has been discussed by scholars such as Stephen Bonta and Eleanor Selfridge-Field, both of whom have written about instrumental ensembles used in Venetian sacred music ca. 1600.
1 Moreover, Massimo Troiano provides direct testimony for the integration of instruments in liturgical music at the Munich court in a colla parte construction as early as 1568.
2 In his article on the uses of the Sonata da chiesa, Bonta stresses the functionality of musical style in sacred contexts and describes how sixteenth-century instrumental ensembles held roughly the same liturgical function as the organ -to complement and augment the vocal ensemble when need be and to accompany liturgical actions such as the Elevation of the Eucharist or the collection of the Offertory. The seventeenth century was a transitional period for instrumental music in sacred performance contexts. In his dissertation, Instruments in sacred vocal music at Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel, James Leonard Brauer described the transition of instrumental music from colla parte practice to the eventual incorporation of idiomatic instrumental textures into sacred music. 4 This integration would have created expressive complications, since upon hearing instrumental sounds, contemporary listeners' minds would most likely have been drawn to secular activities, as these ensembles usually accompanied royal processions, weddings, and public festivals or were heard during concerts at city hall.
5 However, the ability of instrumental music to express extramusical meaning through signs and allegory was simultaneously developing, allowing instrumental textures to communicate sacred or secular ideas. 6 In The Order of Things, Michel Foucault described the destabilization of the relationship between sign and signifier in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
7 According to Foucault, while a sixteenth-century sign was an integral part of that which it signifies, a seventeenth-century sign functioned more as a mode of representation.
8 Writing about instrumental passages in the music of Claudio Monteverdi, Gary Tomlinson and Jeffrey Kurtzman imply that this severing of the close link between sign and signifier allowed pure music to assert itself as a communicative device independent of words.
9 According to Kurtzman, once a musical symbol expressing an idea or emotion "was established as convention, it was capable of conveying its significance in the absence of words."
10 Therefore, the necessity of actual words, or signifiers, to communicate meaning in music diminished and wordless instrumental accompaniment could become an important tool for the expression of ideas, both sacred and secular.
Instrumental music was in high demand at the Salzburg court during the employ of Andreas Hofer from 1665 until his death in 1684. On the title page, Hofer indicates that the contents are suitable for "holidays that occur throughout the year, together with certain ones from the ordinary [time]". 12 Hofer includes seven Offertories for the "ordinary time" of the church year between the feast of the Ascension and the beginning of Advent including settings for the Feasts of Corpus Christi, John the Baptist, and for the Commons of the Blessed Virgin, the apostles, the martyr, the confessors, and virgins and martyrs. However, the majority of the 18 offertories included are for feasts of the Temporale, the movable feasts throughout the church year, such as the Nativity, Easter, Ascension and Pentecost among others.
In a special note to the performers, Hofer acknowledges the high demand for music for the Offertory expressing his great hope that "the Offertory should flourish in many places on account of public demand."
13 Despite the high demand, Hofer alludes to the flexible nature of the contents of the collection. On the title page Hofer indicates that these works are to be used "chiefly for Offertories", 14 which alludes to the fact that while the works were designed for performance during the offertory, they also have the flexibility for performance in other contexts -liturgical or possibly devotional. Likewise, in his note to the "dear reader", Hofer indicates that he conceived of the collection as a cursory, pragmatic group of pieces that he had not, "embellished them for magnificence, but [rather composed them] as exceptional craftsmanship, so that they may be of service to many". 15 Furthermore, Hofer strays far from the liturgically prescribed texts for the Proper of the Mass, setting a wide variety of centonized texts from multiple sources. Therefore, the texts of the collection do not inextricably link these pieces to performance for the Offertory. In the piece for the Feast of the Innocents, Vox in Rama, for example, Hofer opens with a quote from the prophet Jeremiah in Matthew 2:18 and continues setting the text of a Latin hymn for the Feast of the Innocents, Agni balant.
Each piece in the collection is accompanied by two violins, a standard instrumentation in sacred concertos of the early seventeenth century. These violins serve various musical roles providing harmonic accompaniment, engaging in dramatic melodic flourishes, and contributing to imitative textures. Hofer accompanies these violins with either trombones or violas, depending upon the Offertory. If the orchestration includes trombones, the fifth instrumental part is a third trombone. If the secondary instrumental parts are violas, the fifth instrumental part is for either a fagotto or bass viola. The instrumentation of the final piece for the Common of Virgins and Martyrs differs substantially. Two violins and one trombone accompany the eight vocal parts. These diverse soundscapes for worship raise the question of Hofer's intentional use of various instrumentations -a unique quality of the Ver Sacrum collection.
Hofer uses particular instruments or ensembles as musical signs themselves. In his 1961 article, Robert Weaver discussed the representational and programmatic use of instrumentation to create exoteric meaning. 16 Similarly, in his 1970 dissertation, Symbol Structures in Central European Church Music, Craig Otto studied the liturgical works in the Liechtenstein collection in Kroměříž and described how musical sign and allegory can communicate extramusical meaning. While the relationship between a musical sign and its referential meaning is arbitrary and therefore must be established through convention, musical allegory involves a more coherent relationship between symbol and meaning. 17 Composers applied these symbolic procedures not only to individual words, but also to broader sacred concepts, such as the glory and omnipotence of God, sacred events such as the incarnation, crucifixion, or resurrection, and theological concepts such as baptism or the unity of the Christian church.
Both Otto and Weaver identified the use of brass instruments as a musical sign for royalty, secular or sacred. Heinrich Biber represented secular royalty in his Sonata Sancti Polycarpi, an instrumental ensemble sonata that was composed for the installation of Maximilian's nephew Count Polycarp as a provost of the Salzburg Cathedral. The sonata is orchestrated for eight trumpets, kettle drums and continuo. 18 Instrumental representations of sacred royalty could appear in works of Marian devotion, drawing to the listener's mind the image of Mary as the Queen of Heaven or Jesus as King of Heaven. It is not surprising then, that Hofer uses trombones in the Offertories celebrating the main events of Christ's life in Ver Sacrum: the Nativity, Crucifixion, and Resurrection. Interestingly, brass instruments do not have to be present in the orchestration in order to reference this royal instrumentation. Despite the lack of trumpets in the Offertory for the feast of the Ascension, Hofer imitates the sound of trumpet calls in the violin parts, as the violins play descending fourths and repeated notes imitating the repetitive calls of trumpets. See Example 1. Trombones may also allude to the idea of war and conflict. In the Offertories for the feasts of the Purification of the Virgin and the Common of the Apostles, Hofer uses trombones to articulate martial musical themes. In Estote fortes in bello Hofer uses this texture to represent the adversity that the apostles faced at the early days of the Christian church. In Consurgite fortes, for the feast of the Purification, Hofer uses trombones to accompany a text meditating on the Blessed Virgin Mary as the defender of believers, praying for them, and protecting them in times of hardship.
Hofer uses instrumentation to create rhetorical meaning in these concerted settings. In Resurgenti Deo, Hofer's Offertory for Easter, an expanded instrumentation contributes to a dramatic setting of a text expressing the Holy Spirit as a powerful wind. Hofer sets the text spirate venti in a full-voiced instrumentation contrasting greatly with the music that directly precedes it as we can see in mm. 105-112. To further dramatize the echoing of the wind through the valleys, Hofer creates a musical echo effect marking the second iteration of the text spirate venti with a piano. This homophonic, echoing texture is unlike any other section of this piece. It is also in this section that Hofer imitates trumpet calls in open fifths in the violin parts, as mentioned above. Through this broad, expansive instrumentation, Hofer articulates the metaphor of the power of the Holy Spirit as the power of the wind echoing through the valleys of the earth. Please refer back to Example 2.
In his Offertory for the feast of the resurrection, Hofer creates a musical allegory for Christ's rising by opening the work with a rising melody in imitation in the violins. This imitative texture is reiterated and expanded upon shortly thereafter with the text Resurgenti Deo, but the initial musical allegory is articulated by instruments alone in mm. 1-3, as can be seen in Example 3.
Hofer illustrates musically the idea of rising up from the grave beginning the imitative entries on the text of the refrain Resurgenti Deo at the bottom of the musical texture and building upwards to eventually include the higher voice parts. See Example 4.
Hofer creates a unique allegory for the glory of God in Vox in Rama, the Offertory of the feast of the Innocents. While the voices introduce the final prayer of the mothers of the innocent slain children and homophonically exclaim "Sub throno DEI", (from under the throne of God) in mm. 120-122, Hofer uses intricate passagework in the violins to represent the elegant glory of the throne of God, the only sixteenth-note flourish in the entire work. See Example 5.
Hofer integrates the genre of the instrumental ensemble sonata in the Ver Sacrum. The brief opening sonatas for fourteen of the Offertories are between 6 Ex. 4. Hofer, Resurgenti Deo, mm. 11-15.
Ex. 5. Hofer, Vox in Rama, and 22 measures in length and employ a variety of musical styles. In the opening sonata for Ad sereni caeli, for the Common of Confessors, the violas provide harmonic support for the two violins that engage in imitation with one another reminiscent of the learned style of the sixteenth century. See Example 6.
In contrast, the Offertory for the feast of Corpis Christi, Panis candidissime opens with a sonata that is 22 measures long and in a tri-partite form, complete with a middle section in a slow triple meter. See Example 7.
Ex. 6. Hofer, Ad sereni caeli, mm. 1-6. Ex. 7. Hofer, Panis candidissime, mm. 1-13.
Ex. 7, continued.
Similarly, Quam Splendita for the Common of a Martyr opens with a two-part sonata with sections in duple and triple meter. In both Panis Candidissime and Quam Splendita, this shift in meter foreshadows the frequent exchange between duple and triple time throughout the remaining music of these Offertories.
Hofer articulates dramatic shifts in the Offertories with brief sonatas, usually 6-8 measures in length. One might not even identify these little intermezzi as sonatas, but Hofer provides the labels "sonata" or "sonatina" in the print. These labels often appear only in the continuo and bass instrument partbooks, so it is possible that Hofer was only providing a cue to the harmonic accompaniment that the singers would not be singing at this time, rather than making a statement with respect to genre. Nevertheless, Hofer includes these labels in the print. In the Offertory for the Feast of the Innocents, Vox in Rama, Hofer inserts a brief five-measure interlude with the label "sonatina" to divide two sections of text: the first describing the innocent infants that are about to be slaughtered and the second describing the soldiers who are seeking, in vain, to murder the infant Jesus.
The two violins open the sonatina in an imitative texture while the three violas provide harmonic accompaniment. Although the music seems entirely neutral in character, perhaps Hofer was using this sonatina to dramatically articulate the shift in the text from focusing on the innocent lambs who would be slaughtered and the immortal life of Christ, protected by God. See Example 8.
Further allusions to the ensemble sonata also appear in the form of brief instrumental episodes that are not always labeled "sonata" or "sonatina." In the Offertory for the Feast of the Resurrection, Resurgenti Deo, Hofer uses instrumental interludes to create musical breadth. The offertory is composed of five sections alternating between common time and 3/1 time. In the first triple meter section, Con gaude terra, Hofer uses the instrumental interlude to create musical space Ex. 9. Hofer, Resurgenti Deo, Resurgenti Deo, and breadth between multiple iterations of the text "Laetis floribus nectite coronas". See Example 9.
In the second interlude in the final Alleluja in mm.147-152 the instrumental ensemble echoes the imitative motive for the final phrase of the piece that was briefly introduced in the voices in the preceding measures. See Example 10.
Instrumental accompaniment contributes to dramatic expression by increasing the volume and scope of the orchestration to create vast homophonic textures. Towards the end of Vox in Rama, Hofer differentiates between the text of the narrator imploring the cruel soldiers to hear the cries and prayers of the victims and the text of the prayers of the victims. Hofer sets the narrator in a solo cantus voice with a virtuosic melodic line marked "aria": "Hear, wretched and criminal one, what voices are intoning to heaven". A broad, homophonic texture with full instrumental accompaniment then articulates the prayer of the masses being offered up to God, "Avenge, O Lord, our Blood, O our God!" Every possible musical voice is contributing to this prayer. The homophonic texture allows the prayer to ring out loud and clear and the expansive instrumentation reinforces the great strength and power of communal prayers to God. See Example 11.
Throughout the liturgical settings of Ver sacrum, Hofer uses instrumental and vocal textures to foster meaning. Concerted instrumentations allow Hofer to set the Offertory texts in the most expressive way possible, adding musical breadth to express the royalty of God and articulating the resurrection and glory of God through musical allegory. Brass instrumentations paint a musical picture of the Blessed Virgin Mary as defender of believers, and the apostles as defenders of the faith. Opening sonatas foreshadow the musical textures, and instrumental interludes articulate dramatic shifts. In Ver Sacrum, Hofer clearly demonstrates the expressive ability of instrumental music in liturgical contexts in the seventeenth century.
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ABSTRACT BLENDING THE SECULAR AND SACRED: INSTRUMENTAL TEX-TURES IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY WORSHIP
In the seventeenth century composers employed traditionally secular instrumentations, such as that of the solo violin or ensembles of brass or string instruments, in concerted settings of liturgical texts. While settings of the mass and office are not inherently dramatic, composers used instrumental textures to create dramaturgical effects in these sacred works. As a result, these concerted settings hang in the balance between two sacred genres, the Latin sacred concerto and the oratorio.
Moreover, these works demonstrate how composers in the seventeenth century experimented with the blending of genres and evaded the classifications carefully designated by theorists of the period, such as Athanasius Kircher and Michael Praetorious.
Andreas Hofer (c.1629-1684), a composer active in Salzburg for his entire career and the majority of whose surviving works are held in manuscript at Kroměříž, provides an intriguing example of the use of instruments and genre blending in liturgical contexts in his Ver sacrum seu Flores (1677). In this printed collection of eighteen offertories for a variety of instrumental and vocal ensembles, each work is labeled for a particular feast of the church year. Furthermore, Hofer employs instrumentations functioning in a variety of musical capacities, contributing to both the affective and dramaturgical settings of specific passages of text.
In this paper, Hofer's collection demonstrates how composers used instrumental textures to contribute to the expressive and dramatic qualities of sacred works. Following a brief discussion of the role of instruments in sacred contexts in the sixteenth and seventeenth century and methods for communicating meaning with instrumental music in the seventeenth century, I examine Hofer's use of instruments to create particular moods or reference specific topics, such as those of war and devotion, in liturgical contexts. Finally, I describe how Hofer used these techniques in the Offertories of Ver sacrum seu flores. Ultimately, this paper shows how Hofer deploys the expressive ability of instrumental music in liturgical contexts in the seventeenth century, blending characteristics of both the Latin sacred concerto of the seventeenth century and the burgeoning genre of oratorio in the eighteenth century. Music, 1989, vol. 17, pp. 174-182. 
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